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LESSON  PLAN  LESSON  PLAN  

SEED  GERMINATION
Time Estimation:Time Estimation: 
30 minutes – 1 hour; and up to 
two weeks to observe seed growth.

SUMMARYSUMMARY
Working in pairs, students will discuss how seeds become plants, learn the parts of a seed, 

and complete a hands-on experiment to demonstrate the conditions required for a seed to germinate, 

or grow!

objectivesobjectives
Students will:
• learn that seeds contain new plants;

• understand the conditions required for new plants to grow;

• recognize that not all seeds require the same conditions to grow;
   and discover that some seeds may not germinate.

materialsmaterials
• lima bean seeds (6 for each pair of students)

- 5 pre-soaked in freshwater for 30 minutes – 2 hours 

- 1 left dry

• damp paper towels (2 for each pair of students)

• small plastic cups or clean glass jar (2 for each pair of students)

• pieces of aluminum foil (1 for each pair of students; 
   cut to a size that will completely cover the cups you have chosen) 

introductionintroduction
New plants that have yet to grow are found inside seeds where they are protected by 

the seed’s coat. So what is the seed waiting for? Most seeds just need water and warm 

temperatures and then they will sprout, or start to grow! This sprouting process is called 

germination. Not all seeds need just water and warm temperatures to begin this process. Some seeds 

need low light (pansies) or bright light (lettuce). Other seeds need special soil. 

Today we are going to examine lima beans, which are a type of seed.
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INTRUCTIONSINTRUCTIONS
1. Distribute a dry lima bean to each pair of students. 

a. Have them examine it, describe it, and try to peel it or open it. 

b. Why is the coat so hard? (To protect the seed!)

2. Distribute one pre-soaked lima bean to each pair and show them 

    how to gently peel away the seed’s coat. 

a. What is different about this lima bean? (It’s not dry, it is not protected as well, 

    and it was easy to peel.) 

b. How do seeds in nature get to be this way? (Rain!) 

c. The first step of germination for most seeds is to absorb water. 

    This causes the seed to swell and grow larger until it cracks open. 

3. (Optional depending on grade level. You may skip internal

    seed anatomy and move directly on to step 4.) Have the students 

    carefully split their lima bean in half and examine the inside.  

    The inside of a seed has four main parts:

a. Cotyledon – This is the main body of the inside of the seed. 

    This is actually food for the seed to use during germination 

    until the plant has leaves and can begin photosynthesis 

    (turning sunlight into food). 

b. Radicle – This is the plant’s first root. 

c. Hypocotyl – This becomes the stem of the plant.

d. Epicotyl – This becomes the first leaves of the plant.

4. Distribute four pre-soaked lima beans, two cups, and two wet paper towels to each pair of students. 

5. Place a wet paper towel in each cup on top of the lima beans. 

a. Some students may wad it up, some may lightly place it in the cup, others may smash it down 

    and that’s ok! This will add interest to the results.

6. Place two lima beans in each cup either under the paper towel or somewhere in the middle. 

7. Wrap one cup with a piece of aluminum foil. 

a. Again, each pair of students may complete this step in different ways. The point is that one cup receives 

less light than the other.

8. Have each pair of students write their names on the outside of each cup.

9. Observe and discuss the results.

a. Ask the students which seeds they think will grow best or at all. 

b. Discuss different variables such as water and amount of light. 

c. Check the seed cups daily and discuss the students’ findings. Allow them to re-water their paper towel if 

they like. 

d. The lima beans should sprout after 2-3 days. 

e. The lima beans wrapped in foil may or may not grow. If they do grow, 

    how do the leaves compare to the others in size and color?

f. Continue to observe the sprouting beans for as long as you like! How tall can they grow?

EPICOTYL

SEED COAT

COTYLEDON

HIPOCOTYL

RADICLE
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label the lima bean!label the lima bean!

WORDBANK:     Cotyledon     Seed Coat     Radicle     Epicotyl     Hypocotyl
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LESSON  PLAN  LESSON  PLAN  

LIFE  IN  THE  RAINFOREST

SUMMARYSUMMARY
Students will learn how both plants and animals interact in order to survive in their tropical rainforest 

habitats. This lesson includes an interactive activity to help students visualize how all plants and 

animals are connected in an ecosystem. 

objectivesobjectives
Students will:
• define ecosystem;

• identify common plants and animals found in a tropical rainforest; 

• learn how both plants and animals are all connected in a complex food web;

• and learn what happens to the food web when one or more organisms disappear due 
   to a manmade disturbance to the ecosystem, such as poaching or deforestation.

materialsmaterials
• printed photos of common rainforest plants and animals

• ball of yarn

introductionintroduction
An ecosystem is a community of interacting organisms and their environment. Living things interact 

with each other and also with non-living things like soil, water, and air. Ecosystems often contain 

many living things and can be as small as your backyard or as large as the ocean! Ask students to 

name different types of ecosystems. (Forest, pond, savannah, rainforest, tundra, lake, ocean, prairie, 

river, wetland, etc.)

Rainforests are one of the oldest and most diverse ecosystems on Earth. While they cover only 6% 

of the planet’s surface, they produce almost half of the oxygen we need to breathe and are home 

to approximately half of all living things! How are all of these living things connected?

Time Estimation:Time Estimation: 
30-45 minutes
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A food web represents the connection that is shared by all living things in an ecosystem. 

• It begins with primary producers, or plants. Plants provide food and shelter for animals like birds,   
   insects, and monkeys. 

• Food webs also include consumers such as herbivores (plant-eating animals) 
   and carnivores (meat-eating animals). 

• The top carnivore has no natural predators and is called an apex predator. An example of an 
   apex predator in a rainforest is a tiger. An ecosystem can have more than one apex predator.

• Animals that eat both plants and other animals are called omnivores.

• Decomposers such as worms, beetles, ants, and fungi break down waste and recycle nutrients 
   back into the ecosystem.

Removing any one of these parts of the food web can have a detrimental effect on the entire ecosys-

tem. Let’s play a game to see how rainforest organisms are all connected!

INTRUCTIONSINTRUCTIONS
1. Students should stand in a large circle in an open area.

2. Each student will receive a picture of a rainforest animal/plant. This is the organism he/she will represent 

    in the food web. (When printing pictures, try to make sure the plants and animals you choose are from 

    the same continent! You can search for organisms from the Amazon in South America, the Congo in 

    Africa, or the Borneo in Asia.) 

3. Go around the circle and have the students identify their organism. Assist when needed. 

4. Then start the activity with one of the primary producers (plants) and give them the end of the yarn 

    to hold onto. Instruct the students to hold on tight to their piece of yarn and not to let go!

5. From the first plant, create a web by asking questions such as: Who is an herbivore? Who would eat this 

    organism? What would this organism like to eat? Unroll the yarn and connect each student as they build 

    their web. Some students may receive the yarn more than once and that’s ok! In fact, this shows how 

    complex the connections in a food web are.

6. After each student has been included in the food web at least once, ask the students to take a look 

    at their completed web. What do they notice? Is everyone connected in some way? 

a. What would happen if the plants were removed due to deforestation? The animals connected to the 

    plants wouldn’t have any food or shelter and would die. The carnivores that eat those animals would 

    also starve.

b. What would happen if an apex predator was poached to extinction? The animals they eat would grow 

    in population. They would eat more of the plants, eventually eating them all until there is nothing left.
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LESSON  PLAN  LESSON  PLAN  

CRAFT  ACTIVITY

materialsmaterials
• white paper plates, cut in half (one half per student)

• markers, colored pencils, or crayons

• cotton balls (8-10 per student)

• scissors

• glue

introductionintroduction
Imagine you are on an adventure in a rainforest. You are hiking through the forest and it starts to rain. 

But that’s ok, you have a raincoat and the trees and plants are so thick, you can barely feel the drop-

lets. The rain begins to slow to a light drizzle just as you reach a clearing. You are standing on a cliff 

that overlooks more of the vast rainforest below. The sun comes out from behind the clouds and you 

see a beautiful sight – a rainbow! 

Rainbows are formed when light shines through water, like when the sun shines through the rain. 

fun rainforest facts:
• Rainforests are found on every continent except Antarctica. 

• The largest rainforest in the world is the Amazon Rainforest in South America. 

• If the Amazon Rainforest was a country, it would be the 9th largest country in the world! 

• While they cover only 6% of the planet’s surface, rainforests produce almost half of the oxygen we 

need to breathe and are home to approximately half of all living things!

• Tropical rainforests are found in tropical regions near the equator, so they have warm, wet climates.

• The daily temperature in rainforests ranges from 70 to 85°F and yearly rainfall ranges from 80 to 

   400 inches! In comparison, the average yearly rainfall throughout the continental United States is 

   only 30 inches per year.

• Rainforests have four layers of trees and flora: emergent, canopy, understory, and forest floor.

• One of the largest threats to rainforests is deforestation. An estimated 18 million acres of rainforest, 

   which is roughly the size of the country of Panama, are lost each year.

Time Estimation:Time Estimation: 
30  minutes
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INTRUCTIONSINTRUCTIONS
1. Each student should receive half of a paper plate, a pair of scissors, markers (or colored pencils 

   or crayons), glue, and 8-10 cotton balls. 

2. Have the students cut out a small semi-circle from the middle of the straight edge of the paper plate.

3. Then have the students color in the arch with the colors of a rainbow (or whatever colors they 

    would like!).

4. Loosely pull on the cotton balls to fluff them up. Then glue them to the bottom of each arch 

    to make “clouds”. 

5. Have the students write their names and a fun fact about rainforests or a rainforest plant/animal 

    on the back of their rainbow. Share the fun facts with the class!
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LESSON  PLAN  LESSON  PLAN  

CRAFT  ACTIVITY

materialsmaterials
• leaves

• blank, white paper

• colored pencils or crayons

• hard surface (if completing activity outdoors)

INTRUCTIONSINTRUCTIONS
1. Head outdoors and collect different types of fresh leaves.

2. Once back inside (or stay outside and finish the activity in the fresh air!), 

    give each student a blank sheet of paper. 

3. Place the sheet of paper on top of a leaf.

4. Show the students how to use the side of the colored pencil or crayon to gently rub the paper 

    on top of the leaf. 

a. Be sure to hold down the paper and the leaf so it doesn’t move.

b. Practice using light and heavy pressure with the colored pencil or crayons to get different shades of color. 

5. Use more than one leaf to create a collage.

Time Estimation:Time Estimation: 
15-20  minutes


